ticular, have met with some success: Baraize's excavations in the Ptolemaic temple area; 5 the clearance of the "oratorio" sacred to Ptah and Meretseger; 6 Davies' investigation of the "high place," situated above the path between Deir elMedina and the Valley of the Kings, 7 and the Italian, German and French excavations of the village itself, have yielded up some in situ material. 8 In addition to general surveys of religious cult and practice at Deir el-Medina, 9 religious studies of the Deir el-Medina "pantheon" have frequently focused on individual deities, notably the deified Amenhotep I 10 and AhmoseNefertari 11 and Meretseger. 12 Others, however, remain understudied, including Hathor, the dedicatee of Deir el-Medina's major sanctuary, and her interaction with her local sister-divinities, such as Meretseger and Henutimentet. These three deserve reexamination as well, building upon the pioneering work of Bruyère.
For example, since at least Dynasty 11, 13 Hathor appears to provide local access to the west (at, for example, Deir el-Bahri) in her aspect of 14 Meretseger's increasing importance in the 20th Dynasty royal necropoleis, already noted by Bruyère, 15 was subsequently confirmed by Erik Hornung in his publication of the tomb of Horemheb, where he documented the prominence of Hathor in the 18th Dynasty royal tombs, and her systematic replacement, initially by Henutimentet "the Western Goddess," and finally by Meretseger, in the royal tombs of the 20th Dynasty. 16 In the private realm, we can see a parallel development in the larger number of Deir elMedina monuments dedicated to Hathor in Dynasty 19 and to Meretseger in Dynasty 20.
17 But with the removal of the royal necropolis from Thebes, and the concurrent disbanding of the formal organization of The Tomb, the number of votives dedicated to Meretseger declines, 18 and Hathor reasserts her importance as the patroness of the Theban West Bank.
A second focus of research on religious life at Deir el-Medina is that of the religious personnel 19 attached to the local shrines. Beyond the title of s¯dm-#š, religious offices current at Deir el-Medina include several groups of titles that appear to be associated with specific divinities, such as: w#b, bAk, . hm-n¯tr, .
hm-n¯tr tp" ı, " ıt-n¯tr, and . hs" ı (associated with Amun); w#b and .
hs" ı (associated with Ptah); " ıt-n¯tr n Pt . h-Skr (of Ptah-Sokar); a w#b . kn" ı.t nD . hwt" ı (in the cult of Thoth) and the bAk n Mrtsgr (associated with Meretseger). Important aspects of the Deir el-Medina priestly offices and functions are also understudied, however, including that of the female clergy. 20 The largest corpus of frequently cited religious titles at Deir el-Medina pertains to the cult of the deified Amenhotep I. This material has been examined byČerný. htp, an #3-n-#, six w#b priests, and one .
hbs-bh.t, each with assigned positions around the barque of the god. 23 He identified the w#bw as both carrying out the cult of Amenhotep I in general, and as the actual bearers of barques (of other divinities as well) that made oracular decisions, and noted that the title was limited largely to specific families.
24
A third approach to studying the religious life of the Deir el-Medina workmen has been reconstructing the beliefs and practices of individual members of the Crew. Naturally, this can be undertaken only for well-attested workmen, and here the scribe of the tomb Ramose has taken pride of place. 25 Often described as the richest
